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Social Polling and Recommendation Engine Solutions
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Common Industry NLP Techniques

 Many extractors in industry are 

created using tools capable of 

highly expressive custom logic. 

 This enables them to be created 

solely by business domain experts 

rather than Data Scientists.   

 Most popular machine learning NLP models treat each 

word or phrase separately. 

A popular supervised learning approach is to build 

models (like Naïve Bayes, Maximum Entropy, or SVM) on 

top of the sparse features. 
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The Age Prediction Task

Unfortunately, direct mentioning of ages is exceedingly rare  

Even use of slang is a very unreliable method of classification

A successful algorithm will need a global understanding of the topics discussed 

by Twitter users so it can group users into categories based on their interests 
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Creating A Dataset

Age Range Training Count Test Count

Generation Y 590 253

Generation X 352 152

Older 323 138

GenY GenX Older

The size of the dataset poses a significant challenge given the task complexity!

Number of Tweets Per User

Max: 7,115

Average: 227

Min: 5
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A Strategy for Age Prediction

1. Use unlabelled data to create a high quality vector representation for 

classification

2. Perform deep learning on top of unsupervised representations for 

better performance and generalization ability

3. Leverage related tasks for more comprehensive predictions for each 

task

4. Leverage related metadata about each user to advance the predictive 

model

16% error reduction!

26.9% error reduction!

10.4% error reduction!

63.2% error reduction!
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Unsupervised Text Vectors

The unsupervised model has a far better understanding of its own accuracy, 

preventing overfitting seen in bag of phrases models. 

Paragraph Vector [Le and Mikolov, 2014]

 State of the Art Sentiment Analysis with no 

hand designed features (except if you count 

tokenization)

 No need for parsers or preprocessing

By adding unlabelled Tweets, 

Paragraph Vector learns better 

representations!
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Learning Deep Neural Networks from Unsupervised Text 

Feature Vectors 

• In the original Paragraph Vector 

paper, they achieve state of the art 

sentiment analysis results with a 

simple logistic regression classifier.

• Neural Networks have been 

found to learn complex and non-

linear relationships in data

• 7.9% accuracy jump!

• Deep Neural Networks can make 

more efficient use of the number of 

free parameters 

• 2% accuracy jump!
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Deep Multitask Learning Architectures 

Traditional Multitask Learning Architecture [Socher, 2013]  

In our experiments, we 

failed to match our single 

task results with this 

multitask paradigm!

 It actually even seems to be 

a similar story in Collobert and 

Weston’s analysis (2008)

 They had way more training 

data!
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Hidden Layer Sharing 

Intuition: For cases where we see optimization barriers or prioritization 

issues training multitask networks, by first training each task fully 

separately and then exposing the top hidden layer of each task, we virtually 

eliminate the potential for a worse shared representation.
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Extensibility of Architecture to Incorporate Available Metadata 

 By simply concatenating the categorical feature vector representation of 

gender and ethnicity metadata with the unsupervised text vector derived 

for each user, we can successfully leverage external information

 17% accuracy jump!
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Conclusion and Future Work

 Deep Learning paradigms have many levels of advantage over traditional 

techniques for predictive models built on social media text.  

 The Hidden Layer Sharing paradigm seems useful for a variety of use 

cases including internal IBM work centered around B2B Lead Prediction 

and Ad Targeting!

We have recently addressed shortcomings, such as scalability, in the 

Paragraph Vector model, bringing this solution to a point where it is 

capable of production use.

 Character level extensions of unsupervised text vectors have the 

potential to better handle noisy social media language filled with 

misspellings and unconventional character based semantics (emoticons, 

hashtags, user handles, etc…).




